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next time

▶ historical line on blog by Sunday
(print it out and bring it in)

▶ read Nightwood, at least to 83



review: Hurston recuperated

▶ the work of making the “canonical” figure
▶ transformative reception (compare: Pheoby)
▶ ZNH’s re-emergence and the nature of cultural capital



feminist questions: the episode

He drifted off into sleep and Janie looked down him and felt a self-crushing
love. So her soul crawled out from its hiding place. (128)

Fear is the most divine emotion. It is the stones for altars and the be-
ginning of wisdom. Half gods are worshipped in wine and flowers. Real
gods require blood. (145)



feminist questions: the plot

Female Bildungsroman but

▶ re-marriage
▶ no reproductivity
▶ social loop-the-loop instead of a rise or fall
▶ extended middle age
▶ Janie shoots and she doesn’t miss
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Historical marker (2001) of 1928 mass grave, West Palm Beach. National Weather
Service Memorial Web Page for the 1928 Okeechobee Hurricane.
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Ten feet higher and as far as they could see the muttering wall advanced
before the braced-up waters like a road-crusher on a cosmic scale. The
monstropolous beast had left his bed. The two hundred miles an hour
wind had loosed his chains. (161)



Sometime that night the winds came back. Everything in the world had
a strong rattle, sharp and short like Stew Beef vibrating the drum head
near the edge with his fingers. By morning Gabriel was playing the deep
tones in the center of the drum….

It woke up old Okechobee and the monster began to roll in his bed.
Began to roll and complain like a peevish world on a grumble. The folks
in the quarters and the people in the big houses further around the shore
heard the big lake and wondered. The people felt uncomfortable but safe
because there were the seawalls to chain the senseless monster in his
bed. The folks let the people do the thinking. (158)
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another social vision (cont.)

White people had preempted that point of elevation and there was no
more room. They could climb up one of its high sides and down the
other, that was all. Miles further on, still no rest. (164)



after the storm

“Don’t dump no white folks in de hole jus’ so.”

“Whut tuh do ’bout de colored folks? Got boxes fuh dem too?” (171)

69 whites buried in Palm Beach’s Woodland Cemetery
674 blacks buried en masse in vacant lot in W. Palm Beach
Perhaps 6000 dead, of whom 80% were black field workers

Corpses were not just found in wrecked houses. They were under
houses, tangled in shrubbery… (170)
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aftermath

“Hey, dere, y’all!”… (170)

Discussion

How does race shape the storm aftermath? Where do Hurston’s em-
phases fall in this episode, and why?



social vision (further)

The novel maps south Florida’s powerful economic position within an ex-
tended Caribbean—or alternatively, an extended South—characterized
by transnational migrant labor. (Bone, “The (Extended) South of Black
Folk,” 773)

Since Tea Cake and Janie had friended with the Bahaman workers in the
’Glades, they, the “Saws,” [i.e., Nassaus], had been gradually drawn into
the American crowd. (155)

One of the Bahaman boys stopped by Tea Cake’s house in a car and
hollered….

“De crow gahn up, man.”…

“If Ah never see you no mo’ on earth, Ah’ll meet you in Africa.” (156)
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